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New kinetic model for the nanocrystalline anatase-to-rutile transformation revealing rate
dependence on number of particles
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ABSTRACT

Existing kinetic models are unable to describe published experimental data for the an-
atase-to-rutile phase transformation in nanocrystalline samples. A new kinetic model is
proposed that combines interface nucleation at certain contact areas between two anatase
particles and formation and growth of rutile nuclei. Kinetic equations, incorporating mass-
balance considerations, derived for this ‘‘interface nucleation and constant growth’’ model
fit the experimental data of Gribb and Banfield (1997) fairly well. Results confirm that the
transformation is second order with respect to the number of particles of anatase. Over
shorter reaction times, the net transformation rate is determined by the rate of nucleation,
which is initiated from rutile-like structural elements in the contact area. The activation
energy of 165.6 6 1.1 kJ/mol for rutile nucleation within nanocrystalline anatase particles
is much lower than values previously measured for rutile nucleation in coarse anatase
samples (.330 kJ/mol). Nuclei growth proceeds at a constant rate with a very small
activation barrier. Over longer reaction times, the net transformation rate is determined
both by nucleation and nuclei growth. Results quantitatively explain the origin of the size
dependence of phase transformation rates in this system.

INTRODUCTION

Anatase and rutile are the most common of the seven
or more TiO2 polymorphs. Anatase, rutile, brookite, and
TiO2 (B) have been reported in nature to date (Banfield
and Veblen 1992). All seven polymorphs are constructed
from octahedrally coordinated Ti. Anatase is the most
common product of low-temperature synthesis pathways,
and is an important component of nanocrystalline mate-
rials developed for gas-phase separation and catalysis
(Amores et al. 1995).

Both in nature, and in materials applications that in-
volve heating, anatase coarsens and transforms to rutile
(Banfield et al. 1993). The stability of anatase with re-
spect to rutile is particle size dependent, with a stability
reversal occurring at ;10–15 nm diameter (Gribb and
Banfield 1997; Zhang and Banfield 1998a, 1998b). The
phase transformation is reconstructive and requires re-
positioning of both Ti cations and a change in the oxygen
arrangement.

Numerous researchers have investigated the kinetics of
the anatase-to-rutile phase transformation (Table 1).
While most past studies used rather coarsely crystalline
anatase samples, recent studies mainly concentrated on
nanocrystalline anatase. In these recent studies, factors
affecting the transformation, such as temperature, pres-
sure, particle size, additive/dopant, and hydrothermal
condition were investigated (Banfield et al. 1993; Kumar
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et al. 1993a, 1993b; Ding et al. 1994; Amores et al. 1995;
Liao et al. 1995; Ding et al. 1996; Bacsa and Gratzel
1996; Gribb and Banfield 1997). Comparison of these
studies clearly demonstrates a strong size dependence for
the transformation rate. In one case, a linear relationship
between the coarsening and phase transformation rates
was reported (Gribb and Banfield 1997).

Several kinetic models (Table 2) have been used to
describe the experimental observations. Usually, one
model best fits each specific study. However, Shannon
and Pask (1965) showed that four different models were
equally applicable. Each kinetic model is pertinent only
to the specified transformation mechanism. The summary
in Table 2 suggests that the style of nucleation, and
growth for the transformation is highly temperature de-
pendent and sample specific. For coarsely crystalline an-
atase, Shannon and Pask (1964) proposed a mechanism
involving surface nucleation and described an interme-
diate level of topotaxy associated with the inheritance of
a distorted oxygen framework. Penn and Banfield (1999)
report that the atomic mechanism (atomic displacements)
for the transformation in nanocrystals at 523 K is essen-
tially identical to that occurring at 1173 K in millimeter-
sized materials. The activation energy reported by Shan-
non and Pask was comparable to activation energies of
most prior studies [exceeding ;400 kJ/mol; the exception
being a value of 147 kJ/mol reported by Kumar et al.
(1993a) for ultrafine anatase].

In this paper, we refine the kinetic analysis of the an-


